The Ripple Effects of the Gospel

“For I am not ashamed of the gospel, because it is the power of God that brings salvation to everyone who believes: first to the Jew, then to the Gentile.”
Romans 1:16

1. The gospel has a PERSONAL ripple effect.
   • How can we teach our students about the realities of heaven and hell in a way that is not abrasive or condemning?

2. The gospel has an INTERNAL ripple effect.
   • What can we do, as a leadership team, to personally model what it looks like to let Christ live through us?

3. The gospel has an EXTERNAL ripple effect.
   • Is our group stronger at proclaiming the gospel with our lips or demonstrating the gospel with our lives?
   • For you personally, is it harder to share the gospel with your life or your words? How can we help each other improve in both?

4. The gospel has an ETERNAL ripple effect.
   • How does our ministry currently contribute to the eternal ripple effect of the gospel? Are our students aware of this?